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1. Introduction

In text references

Introducing Food Futures


Food Futures: key trends


2. Climate risks to food chain resilience

In text references

Introduction
“Evidence suggests…”

‘Perfect Storm’

Image

Overview
*Food availability (on fraud)*

*Food safety*
**Food quality**

**Bananas**

**Nectarines**

**Fish**

**Wheat**

**Sheep**

“Food quality is declining...”

*Higher microbial contamination due to flooding*

*Protein in wheat growing*

*Increased CO₂ levels on oilseed rape*

“Climate change is expected...”

*Intense and disruptive storms*

*Mycotoxin definition*

Mycotoxins in EU due to climate change

Future trajectories
Opportunities: Alternate ingredients

Current trajectory: Variety development

Risks: Pest and disease crises

“The food system we increasingly rely on...”

Application
Food safety warnings: Horizon scanning

Food safety warnings: Early warning systems

Food safety warnings: Veg-i-Trade

Climate smart farming: CCAFS CSA definition

Supply risk analysis: Sainsbury’s

Supply risk analysis: WRAP

Climate insurance: Agricultural Supply Chain Adaptation Facility

Climate insurance: Index insurance products
Is your supply chain climate resilient?


Is your supply chain climate resilient? Image

“The food industry has to move from...”

**Further reading**


soil organic matter. *Nature Communications*, 6. DOI: 10.1038/ncomms7995


3. Farming for the future

In text references

Introduction
“The challenges facing the food industry...”

Image
http://www.istockphoto.com/photo/hydroponic-vegetable-25389592?st=17b91b8

Overview
The opportunity: “The world population is projected to grow to 8.1 billion by 2025. Net expansion of cropland...”

The opportunity: “To feed the world's future population, the FAO predicts that overall food production will need to be raised by 60%”

Sustainable intensification: “90% of the increase in global crop production needed...”

Sustainable intensification: “Sustainable intensification is defined by FAO as...”

Uptake of precision agriculture: “Controlled Traffic Farming (CTF) has been able to reduce machinery and input costs up to 75%”

Reasons for using precision agriculture techniques: Data for graph.
Information for infographic.

Not just technology: the role for integrated production methods.

Not just technology: the role for integrated production methods. Integrated pest management.

Not just technology: the role for integrated production methods. No-till farming


Not just technology: the role for integrated production methods. Organic agriculture
Future trajectories

The Climate Corporation bought by Monsanto

“The global community faces an important choice...”

Application

Biological innovations: Next Generation Sequencing


Biological innovations: Phenotyping methodologies

Biological innovations: New low-density array systems.

Biological innovations: C4 pathway in rice

Biological innovations: Coffee breeding for a changing climate

New Production Systems: Growing indoors...


New Production Systems: ...without soil

Harnessing Technology: Satellite technologies

Harnessing Technology: Robotics


Harnessing Technology: Drones/UAVs


“It makes good business sense…”


Further reading


4. Landscape scale opportunities

In text references

Introduction
Demand-supply analysis of UK land requirements

Image

“However, our land is a finite resource...”

Overview
“The main tenet of integrated landscapes...”

Future trajectories
“With rising demands to produce more food from the land...”
Application

Scope 4


Scope 4: Sustainable Food Lab logo
Printed with permission from the Sustainable Food Lab: www.sustainablefoodlab.org

Defra Sustainable Intensification Platform (SIP)


Defra SIP: Logo
Printed with permission from Michael Winter, University of Exeter.

General Mills

General Mills: image

Co-operating in water catchments: Wessex Water
Co-operating in water catchments: SABMiller

Co-operating in water catchments: image

Further reading


5. Alternative feed and protein

In text references

Introduction
“Raising meat takes a great deal of land…”

Global meat consumption is expected to increase by 76%

33% of global arable land used to produce feed for livestock

Image

Overview
Global demand for animal products graph


**The role of the householder: yuck factor**

**The role of the householder: study on reactions to lab grown meat**

**The role of the householder: study on eating meat raised on insect feed**

**The role of the householder: Increase in insect protein flour**


**Lab Grown Meats: uses less energy, GHG, land**

**Lab Grown Meats: first hamburger**
Lab Grown Meats: processed meat in 5-10 years

Seaweed: protein levels; amino acids

Seaweed: as a saltwater crop

Seaweed: meal may help increase body condition

Microalgae: lipid content; algae could replace up to ⅓ soybean meal

Microalgae: Algae as pig feed replacement

Insects: % edible; high protein digestibility; lower land use
**Insects: Lower GHG**

**Insects: substrate**

**Bacteria: grown on wastewater**

**Bacteria: 60% protein**

**Bacteria: methane as input**

**Comparing proteins graph**


**Future trajectories**
“The absence of clear legislation...”

**Application**

*Nutrinisic example*


*Nutrinsic image*

Printed with permission from Nutrinsic, www.nutrinsic.com

*Ynsect example*


*Ynsect image*

Printed with permission from Ynsect, www.ynsect.com

*Solazyme example*


*Solazyme image*
Printed with permission from Solazyme, www.solazyme.com

*Quorn example*


*Quorn image*
and http://www.quorn.co.uk/~/media/Quorn/Press%20Images/chilledmince.ashx

*Industry view*

**Further reading**


In text references

Introduction
“It is highly unlikely that wild capture fisheries…”

Fastest growing animal protein sector; by 2030, almost two thirds of fish produced...

Image

Overview
Fish trade and production chart

Statistics on wild fishery use for ‘reduction’

Statistics on seaweed production
Evidence on sea lice as threat to aquaculture in EU

Protein conversion efficiency examples

Nutrient escape off the Chinese coast has been linked to a rise in algal bloom

People trafficked and enslaved aboard trawlers

Destruction of coastal mangroves

White-spot syndrome

“Ensuring successful and sustainable development...”
Future trajectories
“In recent decades, diseases have emerged in aquaculture...”

Opportunities: Circular economy

Opportunities: Scaling standards
Hart, Piers. (September 2015). Personal communications.

Risks: Climate change

Application
Mara seaweeds


Mara seaweeds: image
Printed with permission from Mara seaweed, http://maraseaweed.com/

Loch Fyne IMTA

Loch Fyne IMTA: image
Printed with permission from Loch Fyne, http://www.lochfyne.com/
Scottish Aquaculture Innovation Centre

Scottish Aquaculture Innovation Centre: image

Calysta FeedKind


Calysta FeedKind image
Printed with permission from Calysta, http://calystanutrition.com/

Recirculating aquaculture systems: detailed review

Recirculating aquaculture systems: land-based RAS are almost 30% more costly

Recirculating aquaculture systems: GrowUp Urban Farms

Recirculating aquaculture systems: diagram

Recirculating aquaculture systems: “I see a particular significance for land based fish...”

Further reading


7. Scaling sustainability standards

In text references

Introduction
“Most sustainability standards are not set up to drive scale change...”

Image

Overview
459 ecolabels statistic

$31.6bn (USD) estimated trade value

10.5m hectares of land managed under major standards

Four components of standards systems
Challenges facing the current system

Challenges facing the current system: Bottom 25%

Challenges facing the current system: Evidence of impact

Data on standards-compliant production regions and areas

Future trajectories
"Transformation of sustainability standards...”

Opportunities: sector transformation

Application
Web 3.0 Chain of Custody


Provenance. [http://www.provenance.org/#section-1](http://www.provenance.org/#section-1)

**Building Local Capacity**


**Building local capacity: image**

**Landscape-scale interventions**


**Transaction Validation**


**Satellite data + crowdsourcing = verification**


**Satellite data + crowdsourcing = verification: image**

Further reading


Gunther, M. (2015, 6 July). Hershey’s uses more certified sustainable cocoa, but farmers may not be seeing the benefits. The Guardian.


Rasche, A. (n.d.). Scaling up Sustainability - The Role of Voluntary Standards.


8. Skills for future food challenges

In text references

Introduction
3.7m jobs in almost 200,000 firms

“.the industry predicts 109,000 new staff....”

Image

Overview
All employee workforce numbers

Agriculture: “There remains a serious skills shortage...”
Agriculture: Average age in agriculture is 55

Agriculture: With 94% in microbusinesses (<10 employees), and only 12% aged 25-34

Agriculture: Surveys show 40% of training is informal on the job
McDonald’s. (2012). McDonald’s Farm Forward Forecast: A snapshot of the challenges and opportunities facing British and Irish farming today. Retrieved from: http://www.mcdonalds.co.uk/content/dam/McDonaldsUK/AboutUs/Newsroom/Farm%20Forward%20Documents/McDonalds_report_FINAL.pdf

Agriculture: Farmers themselves forecast greater professionalism by 2030

Agriculture: Over a quarter expect labour shortages in next 15 years

Agriculture: National Federation of Young Farmers’ Clubs

Agriculture: 80% think farming is outdated
Agriculture: a third believed they needed a family connection

Manufacturing: over 8,000 businesses, forecast for additional 109,000 jobs

Manufacturing: Total size of manufacturing sector expected to contract

Manufacturing: 64% of companies struggling to recruit people with appropriate skills

Manufacturing: ‘Feeding Britain’s Future’ IGD programme

Manufacturing: National Skills Academy for Food and Drink scheme
Retail & catering: “The skills gap in the hospitality sector…”

Retail & catering: 1.1m in retail and 1.6m in catering

Retail & catering: 200 applicants per vacancy at Costa Coffee
Robinson, M. (2015, 31 July). The New Workplace: Why work isn’t what it used to be. BBC. Retrieved from:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-33649129

Retail & catering: 1500 applicants for 40 roles at Lidl
The Mirror. (2015, 29 January). More than 1,500 people apply for just 40 jobs at a Lidl that isn't even open yet. Retrieved from:
http://www.mirror.co.uk/money/jobs/more-1500-people-apply-just-5067946

Retail & catering: ‘Soft skills’
http://www.backingsoftskills.co.uk/The%20Value%20of%20Soft%20Skills%20to%20the%20UK%20Economy.pdf

Retail & catering: Growth of 4% estimated across retail sector by 2022

Retail & catering: Number of students having part-time job
UKCES. (2015). The Death of the Saturday Job: The Decline in Earning and Learning Amongst Young People in the UK. Retrieved from:
Retail & catering: Job postings rose by 61%

Robotic workforce

Future trajectories
Opportunities

Current trajectory: smaller workforce

“Food lacks the unified voice with which to address...”

Application
Business-led programmes: Industry Skills Partnership

Business-led programmes: IGD ‘Feeding Britain’s Future’
Business-led programmes: Tesco apprenticeships

Business-led programmes: Whitbread apprenticeships

Business-led programmes: M&S Farming for the Future

Business-led programmes: McDonald's Progressive Young Farmer

Business-led programmes: Sainsbury's/Staffline apprenticeships

Business-led programmes: Tesco and Children’s Food Trust Network

Business-led programmes: WRAP’s ‘10 Cities’

Business-led programmes: image

**Expertise from universities: Food 4.0 quote**

**Expertise from universities: University of Nottingham**

**Expertise from universities: Nestlé/Uni of Lincoln**

**Going online: The Farmers Weekly Academy**
Farmers Academy. Available from: http://www.fwi.co.uk/academy/

**Going online: ARTIS**

**Going online: The National Skills Academy in Food and Drink**
NSAFD Online Academy. Available from: http://nsafd.co.uk/online-academy

**Going online: Gamification and Waitrose**

**Going online: FutureLearn**
The Open University. Available from: https://www.futurelearn.com/partners/the-open-university
Centres of Excellence:

Centres of Excellence: “To deliver a world class agricultural industry...”

Centres of Excellence: CEUKF

Centres of Excellence: AIMS

Centres of Excellence: Sheffield Hallam

Upenieke, Marita. (September 2015). FDF. *Personal communications.*

Centres of Excellence: CIEL

*Food Enterprise Zones*


**Further reading**


9. Conscious food choices

In text references

Introduction
“Three things remain…”

Image

Overview
*Sustainability: Millennials are more likely to consider ethics and sustainability*

*Graph: Consumer concern about food safety issues out of home*

*Obesity issues: statistics on obesity and NHS spend*


**Total household food waste chart**

**Meal time preparation: Average time it takes to prepare the main meal**

**Prices: Food prices have been a lesser concern for consumers**

**Future trajectories**
“As shoppers begin to recognise...”

**Current trajectory: aging healthily**


**Application**
*Reframing waste: OLIO*
Reframing waste: Rubies in the Rubble

Reframing waste: Intermarche

Reframing waste: tomatoes image

Reframing waste: chutney image

Reframing waste: OLIO app on phone image
Printed with permission from OLIO, http://www.olioex.com/

Reframing waste: Rubies in the Rubble chutney image
Printed with permission from Rubies in the Rubble, www.rubiesintherubble.com

Timesaving technology: Gousto
Gousto. Retrieved from: https://www.gousto.co.uk/

Timesaving technology: EatWith

Timesaving technology: phone in hand image

Timesaving technology: ingredients image

Timesaving technology: EatWith image
USA and Swedish government health recommendations: “A healthy dietary pattern is...”; “A sustainable diet...”

USA and Swedish government health recommendations: “Eat greener, not too much and be active”; “When it comes to food....”
Livsmedelsverket. (2015). Find your way to eat greener, not too much and be active. Retrieved from:

USA and Swedish government health recommendations

USA and Swedish government health recommendations: images
Livsmedelsverket. (2015). Find your way to eat greener, not too much and be active. Retrieved from:

Further reading


Charlton, A. (2015, 21 April). Drone deliveries and augmented recipes: This is Ikea’s vision for the kitchen of 2025. International Business Times. Retrieved from:
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/drone-deliveries-augmented-recipes-this-ikeas-vision-kitchen-2025-1497538


10. Redefining grocery retail models

In text references

Introduction
“It’s our job to be competitive...”

Image

Overview
*Change in market share from 2012-2015*

*Disruption of retail: FarmDrop, same day delivery*

*Disruption of retail: FarmDrop, £750,000 fundraised*
New ways of buying: IPL

New ways of buying: collaborative groups

Working in partnership

Power to the producer: Grocery Code Adjudicator

Looking ahead to 2025: Ahold and Delhaize

Future trajectories
“Amazon is feared precisely because profit is not…”

Current trajectory: consumers drive innovation

Application
Big shops are out: ‘Bigger baskets’ graphic

Omnichannel is in: shoppers spend 30-67% more

Omnichannel is in: 20% online for food, 80% for music and film

Omnichannel is in: Online rises to over 10% of store’s sales often leads to...

Omnichannel is in: Waitrose

Omnichannel is in: M&S living wall

Omnichannel is in: Albert Heijn concept stores

Omnichannel is in: iBeacon image

Instant expectations: ASDA click and collect

*Instant expectations: John Lewis*

*Instant expectations: Amazon Prime Air*

*Instant expectations: ASDA click and collect image*
Printed with permission from ASDA, www.asda.com

**Further reading**


IGD. (2015, July). *How technology can speed up the shopping experience: four areas where technology can help smooth the shopping experience*. [Retail Analysis Insight Report].
11. New partnerships and collaborations

In text references

**Introduction**

“As sustainability issues become increasingly complex...”

*Fewer than 30% of managers say their companies...*

**Image**

**Overview**

*WRAP Grocery Futures*

*‘Efficient Consumer Response’*
Fewer than 30% of managers say their companies...

The building blocks of collaboration

“Corporate sustainability is moving steadily...”

Future trajectories
Current trajectory: Courtauld 2025

“In our experience, successful Consumer Packaged Goods collaborations...”

Application
Encourage better land use and building asset use
Value chain waste reduction

Value chain waste reduction: image

Raw material security

Raw material security image

Achieve cross-sector packaging reductions

Achieve cross-sector packaging reductions image
Printed with permission from WRAP, www.wrap.org.uk

Improving beef production efficiency through better data sharing

Improving beef production efficiency image
Further reading


12. Food chain data revolution

In text references

Introduction
“Thanks to new technologies…”

Image
Printed with permission from Ethical Bean Coffee, [http://www.ethicalbean.com/](http://www.ethicalbean.com/)

Overview
*Data-enabled technologies come of age (Graph recreated)*

Future trajectories
“90% of the data in the world….”

Application
*Inovation: Blue Number Initiative*

**Innovation: Centre for Agricultural Informatics and Metrics for Sustainability (AIMS)**

**Innovation: GODAN**


**Innovation: Good Guide**

**Further reading**


13. Industry 4.0 in the food system

In text references

Introduction
“The constant pressure on costs in the food industry...”

Term first used in Germany in 2011

Image
Printed with permission from Cargill, http://www.cargill.com/

Overview
The food sector is beginning to adopt smart technology: graph

Cyber-physical systems
Sensors

Prioritised sorting
Dairymaster. (2014, 4 December). *Dairymaster Automated Drafting System (Sort Gate)*. [Video file]. Retrieved from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bre7MBvsq0c

Stock control

Precision cooking

Custom orders

Bespoke labels

Temperature control

Picking and packing
Route optimisation

Future trajectories
“The real benefits to the businesses of Industry 4.0...”

Application
Germany - Industrie 4.0: Budgeting of €200m for applied R&D

UK - Action Plan

US - Industrial Internet Consortium

Industry 4.0 in Practice: Cargill

Industry 4.0 in Practice: Cargill image
Printed with permission from Cargill, http://www.cargill.com/
Industry 4.0 in Practice: Ocado

Industry 4.0 in Practice: Ocado image
Printed with permission from Ocado, https://www.ocado.com/

Further reading


14. Intelligent supply and demand

In text references

Introduction
“Product forecasting still proves highly problematic…”

Image

Overview
Food waste statistics: £ >6.5 billion cost of waste; 8 tonnes of waste; around 50% of supply chain resides with manufacturers
WRAP. (2015). Handy facts and figures on waste in the UK. Retrieved from:

1/3 of UK retailers and suppliers do not use weather data
http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/media/pdf/g/c/151009_Understanding_the_role_of_weather_in_the_supply_chain_report_Final.pdf

Future trajectories
“The easy availability of high-powered software that makes it possible…”
http://www.foodlogistics.com/article/10315689/demand-planning-comes-of-age
Application

Tesco


JJ Food Service


Further reading


15. Active and intelligent packaging

In text references

Introduction
15 million tonnes of food and drink wasted in the UK each year

“Food brand [and own brand] owners…”

Image
Printed with permission from Oli-Tec, http://olitecpackaging.eu/

Overview
The global market for active and intelligent packaging

Recyclability is still king: 162kg of packaging waste...

Product traceability: “M&S rolled these out to 100% of its chilled food…”
**Future trajectories**

“Partnerships will be essential...”

Opportunities: *Around half of avoidable UK food waste...*

**Current trajectory: RFID adoption**
Frost & Sullivan. (2015). *Analysis of the global RFID market in retail.* Retrieved from: [http://www.frost.com/sublib/display-report.do?id=MA9A-D1-00-00-00&bdata=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvLnVrL0B%2BQEJhY2tAfkAxNDQwNDIzMjgxMTc3](http://www.frost.com/sublib/display-report.do?id=MA9A-D1-00-00-00&bdata=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvLnVrL0B%2BQEJhY2tAfkAxNDQwNDIzMjgxMTc3)

**Current trajectory: “Online grocery sales in the UK are expected to more than double...”**

**Current trajectory: Communication opportunity**

**Application**

*Case Study: Ethical Bean Coffee*

*Coffee beans image*
Further reading


Datamonitor. (2014, September). The future of active, intelligent and interactive packaging. CM00234-039. 09


Riley, S. (2015, 3 July) *Active and intelligent packaging in the UK food system*. [Interview].


16. Unlocking new value from waste

In text references

Introduction
“Food waste sources comprise a remarkable...”

Image

Overview
*Definition of waste valorisation:*

*Functional foods definition:*

*Functional foods and nutraceuticals box:*

(Table: Bakery)
Table: Wine waste quantities

Table: Olive waste quantities

Table: Orange waste quantities

Table: Cheese waste quantities

Table: Meat waste quantities

Table: Blood plasma from meat waste

Future trajectories
“The conversion of biomass waste...”
Application

From ketchup to cars


From ketchup to cars image

From stalks to skin serum

From stalks to skin serum image
From prawns to PCBs

From prawns to PCBs image

Valorisation networks image

Unlocking value from dairy sector wastes

“The dairy industry is a great example…”

Further reading


17. Conclusions


“*Food Futures: from business as usual to business unusual*” is WRAP's ground breaking report analysing 15 critical areas in the UK food system, from farm to fork, and outlining recommendations for key actions by industry and governments.

Find out more at http://www.wrap.org.uk/foodfutures

#DoBusinessUnusual